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ABSTRACT

Air kerma and exposure calibration factors of fourteen ionisation chambers
belonging to ten local radiotherapy centres have been determined by SSDL in
the recent last ten months (1/10/1998 - 31/7/1999). The results obtained were
compared, either with previous SSDL results, or the chambers' certificate
values. The range of the percentage deviations obtained was -1.70% to
1.18%, which lies between the IAEA accepted value of range ± 3.5%.
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1. Introduction

Typically SSDL received three catagories of ionisation chambers from local
radiotherapy centres for the purpose of determining the calibration factors, either in
air kerma NK or in exposure Nx. Category I: chambers that have been regularly
calibrated by SSDL. Category II: chambers that have never been sent to SSDL, but do
have their NK or Nx values provided by manufactures' certificate, and category III:
chambers that have never been sent to SSDL neither have their NK and Nx values
been provided. For categories I and II, the availability of the previous NK or Nx values
provide an opportunity for SSDL to evaluate the accuracy of the prescribed
calibration factors. For category III, evaluation can only be done in the next
calibration work. This paper reports on the evaluation works on fourteen ionisation
chambers belonging to all categories mentioned above that were sent to SSDL in the
recent last 10 months (1/10/1998 - 31/7/1999) by ten local radiotherapy centres. The
purpose of this work was to evaluate the accuracy of the prescribed calibration factors
for ionisation chambers belonging to radiotherapy centres.

2. Materials and methods

The SSDL reference standard is an NPL secondary standard therapy level ionization
chamber NE 2561 (S/N 267) connected to an NE 2560 (S/N 267) electrometer. This
dosimeter was calibrated at the National Physical Laboratory (UK) in 1985 in terms
of exposure and air kerma. The chamber is positioned in the gamma-ray beam from
the Co-60 teletherapy unit of type Eldorado 8 (S/N 104), as shown in Fig. 1.
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FIGURE 1. Experimental set-up for the calibration of ionisation chambers in terms
of air kerma in a 60Co at the SSDL.

The distribution of the fourteen chambers and their respective radiotherapy
centres are given in columns 1, 2 and 3 of Table 1. Code names for the chambers and
the centres are used for the purpose of confidentiality.

Of the fourteen chambers received, only thirteen came complete with their
respective electrometers. The complete sets (chamber + electrometer) are of type NA
30-361 + PTW-freiburg 23331-031, NE 2571 (S/N 273) + SNC 1010 (S/N 1450002),
NE 2571 (S/N 2107) + FARMER DOSIMETER NE 2570/1A (S/N 1057), NE 2571
(S/N 2376) + FARMER DOSIMETER NE 2570/1B (S/N 1155), NE 2571 (S/N 2798)
+ Keithley Therapy 35010 (S/N 78076), NE 2581 (S/N 621) + FARMER
DOSIMETER NE 2570/1 (S/N 843), NE 2581 (S/N 1180) + FARMER DOSIMETER
NE 2570/1A (S/N 1290), PR-06C (S/N CII.69078) + CAPINTEC Model 192 (S/N
539131301), PR-06C (S/N CH 69088) + CAPINTEC Model 192 (S/N 539131304),
PS-033 (S/N CII.339115) + CAPINTEC Model 192 (S/N 539131304), PS-033 (S/N
CH.339117) + CAPINTEC Model 192 (S/N 539131301), W30001 (S/N 1957) +
PTW-Unidos 10002 (S/N 20307) and WDIC70 (S/N 062) + Keithley Therapy 35040
(S/N 71075). The single chamber that did not come with the electrometer is of type
RK 8035 (S/N 2104). For the purpose of calibration work, this particular chamber was
connected to SSDL electrometer of type PTW-Unidos 10005 (S/N 50013).

Of these fourteen chambers, seven chambers falls into category I, four into
category II and three into category III. For category I, if NK(SSDLn-i) and NK(SSDLn)
were respectively the previous and present values of NK, the percentage deviation A in
NK was calculated by [NK(SSDLn) - NK(SSDLn.i)] x 100%/NK(SSDLn.0. Similar
method of calculation of A was used for chambers in category II. The evaluation of
accuracy of the prescribed calibration factors was based on the calculated value of A.
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The calibration ractors determination was based on the standard method ' .
Appendix 1 shows the mathematical formulas that were used in the calculation.

3. Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the percentage deviations of NK and Nx for eleven ionisation chambers
from seven local radiotherapy centres. Calculations of the percentage deviations for
another three chambers (from three centres) have not been possible due the
unavailability of the previous values. It can be seen from Table 1 that the range of
percentage deviations -0.03% to 1.18% was obtained for category I, and of range -
1.70% to 0.50% for category II. If the acceptable limit of deviations for this work is
taken to be ± 3.5%, of which value has previously been used by the IAEA3, it can
therefore be said that the deviations obtained in this work were all satisfactory. This
also means that the prescribed calibration factors are all acceptable.

4. Conclusions

Besides providing routine calibration factor services to local radiotherapy centres
since 19854, the present works help the SSDL to continuously monitor the quality
performance of the ionisation chambers belonging to the centres. This work also
shows the stability of the calibration factors for the ionisation chambers from this
repeatedly measurement.
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Appendix 1

This section describes the mathematical formulas that were used in the calculation of
air kerma calibration factor. The following lists of symbols, with their meanings, are
used.

Rs

**K.s.air

The average meter reading from the chamber belonging to the
radiotherapy centres.
the average meter reading (in div/min) from the standard chamber
The temperature and pressure correction factor from the chamber
belonging to the radiotherapy centres.
The temperature and pressure correction factor for the standard
chamber.
the air kerma calibration factor of the chamber belonging to the
radiotherapy centres that is to be experimentally determined.
the air kerma calibration factor of the standard chamber which is
known from the certificate (= 9.353 mGy/div)

In order to minimize the set-up uncertainties, the calibration work applied the
subtitution methods (Czap et al, 1996). The LHS and RHS of equation (1)
respectively represents the air kerma rate for a radiatherapy chamber and the air
kerma rate of the SSDL standard chamber. A .̂ mr of the chamber belonging to the

radiotherapy centres is to be determined.

K'P,g NK,g,a,r = Rs K,p,s NK,s,a,r (1)

K.g.air

NK div I min x mGy I div

K
ip.g

nC I min
(2)

9.353 R, Klps mGy

Rn K,,, „ nC
(3)
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